$250,000 ELEVATOR CONTRACT LET

MRS. FRITZ LANHAM DIES AFTER LONG ILLNESS

FUNERAL TO TAKE PLACE THURSDAY IN AUSTIN

ROY ALSWEDHEART'S ONE
ROME APPLAUDS FUTURE QUEEN
WEDDING IS SCINTILLANT

COMMITTEE WILL SELL $150,000 IN BONDS

PLANS WORKED OUT FOR NEW STADIUM

R. G. Johnson, Veteran Attorney, Dies Here

KIMBELL ADDITION TO GIVE SPACE FOR 1,000,000 BUSHELS

SLEET OR SNOW FORECAST FOR TONIGHT

Judge Won't Accept 10 to 2 'Verdicts' Reached by Jury in Liqueur Law Case

PUBLIC MARKET WORK STARTS

Legality of Jail Site Purchase Challenged

DAGGER PRUITT DEATH UPHOLD

LaFollette Given Post Tentatively

CONSIDERED ON PAGE 5

WATER LINE EXTENSION TO BOAZ PARK IS VOTED

WILL IT OVER M. STANSFIELD

CONTINUED ON PAGE 61
BELGIAN PRINCESS CHEERED AFTER REGAL WEDDING IN ROME

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The princess renowned her and was especially pleased with the enthusiasm of the Italian people. The ceremonies, which were conducted in the Grand Hotel, were attended by the Italian and Belgian consuls, as well as by members of the Belgian diplomatic corps.

The wedding was held in the first-floor ballroom of the hotel, and was attended by many of the highest officials of the Italian government. The bridegroom, Prince Alexander of Italy, is a member of the royal family of that country.

The wedding festivities were followed by a banquet, at which the bride and groom were entertained by many of the leading citizens of Rome. The couple then proceeded to a luxury hotel, where they will remain until their trip to the United States is completed.
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